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IBM Dance .. , .. ,;

The comput~r has pon~ thp be~t
it ·can.· The Spedial 'Everits cotp.mittee is full · of bloodshot' eyes
and sleepless nights now: THE
SUCCESS OF THIS DANCE IS
IN THE HANDS OF YOU STU·
DENTS WHO HAVE BEEN
MATCHED BY THE COM·
PUTER.
LISTEN TO KNMD

STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL
L~be $1.00
. A~SO: Flats $1.!l0
247-0858
501 YALE S.E, ' ·

Ia PLANTE GALLERY

Fun Things From

MEXICO
300.2. Central NE
NEXT DOOR TO THE LOBO THEATER

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E.. Albuquerque, New Mexico '
Phone 142-0096

Your Texaco Star Dealer

.....

WIN A CLASS RING

FREE
SEE MONDAY LOBO

WONDERFUL THINGS HAPPEN

WHEN YOU WEAR A

JOHN
ROBERTS
COLLEGE RING
OR.DER 'YOUR INDIVIDUAL RJNO NOW

Yoar John Roberta Man Will Be Bore. •.

TUESDAY, MARCH 15
associated student bookstore

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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TGIF Party

I

SPORTS 'PAGE
EDITOR PAUL COUEY

Nothing succeeds like success.
The 1966 National. Amateur
Athletic Track and Field cham·
pionships are over. For two
nights the eyes of the track
world were trained on Albuquerque New Mexico, and the action
whi~h was supposed to be one of
the biggest flops of the year . . .
if not ever.
The Albuquerque Jaycees had
trouble with many of the athletes. Keino·of Kenya was sent a
$2,000 plane t}cket to come. He
never did. Jim Grelle, who eventually won the mile and surprised
everyone by showing up, said .he
wasn't going to run because there
were no more people or races to
conquer. And at the last minute
the Russians returned to their native soil. Perhaps they were in
possession of s()me magic crystal

(Continued from page 1)
Dennison said the student delegates want to know how the
legislators decide how and where
funps will be spent.
Film Will Be Shown
Sunday morning a film concerning next November's referendum on the proposed $44 million ten year bond issue will be
shown. The bond issue would enable New Mexico colleges to plan
building programs in the future,
The film is a documentary of
· state universities and is meant
f<>r public education. Its purpose is to sell the people of New
Mexico on the need for the ten
year bond issue.
Dennison said the film will be
discussed by the delegates to
determine "if we're all in favor
of passing the bond issue." He
said the association will make
plans for active support it can
lend to passage of the bond issue.
Dennison added that New
Mexico State University, Highlands University, College of Santa
Fe, and New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology will send
delegates. New Mexico West11rn
and University of Albuquerque
are also expected. Dennison said
he hoped Eastern New Mexico
University, which is not a member of NMACSG might also send
delegates.

Ursula. wHo 1NHABI Ts A

RLD OF TWISTED DES I RES ••

EXICOLOBO

There will be a TGIF Friday
afternoon March 11, from 3 to 4
at the SAE house. Alt':fraternity
and sorority members are invited.
There will be a. band.

ball which showed them what was
going to happen (7 world records
broken) and decided the comp!;!tition was a little too stiff.
By meet time on Friday most
everyone was convinced that it
was going to be a flop .•. except
the athletes and the Albuquerque .
Jaycees. But after Friday ni?ht
the track world knew somethmg
was astir in Albuquerque when an
almOf;t unknown 16-year old
sophomore in high school · tied
the world record in the 60-yard
dash at 5.9. A little over ·5,000
people attended Friday night's
performance. There . were over
11,000 for Saturday's action.
One of the first events was the
women's 8801yai'd run. Hungary's
Szabo-Nagy broke the world's record a11d it was fairly apparent
that the athletes didn't care who
was there. They were there to
set records . . . and that's what
they did.
With the beautiful red and
white track (the world's only one)
glistening under the lights , of
Tingley Coli!;;eum, offset w1th
green "~n·ass," the records f_ell
one after one-and the sceptics
turned into the best track fans.
Wyomie Tyus and Edith McGuire broke l'ecords in the dashes,
the women's 440-yard dash was
broken, etc., etc. And it was all
capped by 19-year-old Bob Sea·
gren, a roommate of outdoor record holder and listed indoor record holder John Pennel, when he
vaulted over the bar at 17 feet,
lA, inch. A fitting climax to a
great show.
There was much speculation
that the altitude would hinder the
athletes and their times. This idea
was certainly destroyed. As Jim
Grelle put it at the end of the
mile run, "I'm tired as hell." But
then who isn't. The doctors say
the only thing the athletes need
worry about is the conditioning
of themselves when they go to the
Olympics in 1968 in Mexico City
(7,000 feet elevation).
If what happened in Albuquerque happens in Mexico City
maybe the Russians should stay
out of that one, too.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

·ALL

. .
COVERED WAGON
'

BEST MATCHES

OLD TOWN

(Continued from page 1)
mum Wage. Powell, chairman of
the House Education and Labor
committee, said tlie agreement
called for the minimum to go to
$1.40 an hour next February and
$1.60 an hour one year later.

--~~~.--rL~IG~H~nN~Ei,IG~H~T~~~~~
LARSO~ BOATS

2522 MONROE N.E.
PHONE 265-7565

HARRY'S MARINE

HORN OIL CO.

SAVE ON
GAS
/

f

1

HIGHEST OCTANE AVAILABLE

1. A Modern 4-Cycle
Engine
2. Oil Tight, Clean
Running

3. Quiet
4. Light and Handy

SIMONSON CYCLE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Ph. 268-4508

Diamond Bridal DneUes
designed wnh the M~V)u ~in nid!

Patronize
Lobo. Advertisers

'l'lle 4motl liiPUiar oftape
I
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES"'!
4 line nd., 65e-4 thrtcs, $2.00. Insert!ort~
must be submitted by noon on day liefo~e
publication to Room 160, Student .Publications Building. Phone Z77-4002or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
1968 YAMAHA motorcycle, 80 cc. Call
Dale Sonheitbcrg at 277·2121. After 5
p.m. call 242-8240. 3/10:.:.·,:.1::.1·:.-.-:;:----,,--::
GOOD used ftmilturc tt;ndc by Dr.exel ~ 1
bedroom suite, 1 dining room suite, on~
small cabinet. Call R. D. Norman: office,
277·3205 or home, 256-6577. 2/23-ll/10,
FOR RENT
ADOBE house, 1621 Bnyito Lane NW, 1
bedroom, flreplaec, completely furnished.
Beautiful Jocatiop, private road. Avall·
able hoW $86. In~ulre 344·1266, Ml'll.
Symmeil. 3/7, 9, 10,

. ... . SMRVIC::.:E::.:·S:_..~--..,.,....-.

-

TYPh.:Wlirrmn Mtles · & repair. Special
rate& to UNM students on aU machln.,.,
Free pickup & dolivol'y, E & E Typ,_
writer Servlee. 2217 Coni SE, phone 243•

0588.
'
PERSi>NALIZED and creative alteration&
and restyling. SeWing llnd mending. Mr~.
Hover, 207 Stnnford · Sl!l (eloac to Um·
vcroity), phone 242·7533.
~.-·-·- .... PJi:l!SONALS

trLYING students cheek our new lower ·
rate•. A•k ubout the $o.~O lntroduetory
ofl'er. Many . nddit!oMI reaturos at M
extra cost. Cull Southwe8tl!rn Skywayo,
CoroMdo All1!ort, 344·1653. 3/9, 10, 11,

14.
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Four Budg~ts Face
Coeds Assaulted Behind Dorm , Bond, lntromurol
.
.
.
'
Debotors~ Droroo
·
·
N
I
. eg ect Is Charged to Offrcrals Moylosefunds

'OF YOUR

SEE INDIANS MAKE
tURQUOISE; JEWELRY

315 San Pedro, N.E.

NEWS ROUNDUP

Vol. 69

YOU GET

.ilamondo.,, In excfwlu

-ILrtlllnt oelllnir• of
t4 Karat told, E"*J
t~~ ......... -JIIetdr

C.Uaat'Witlaat..-

Jewelry
Depart111en•

179.88

179.88

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

'

Two UNM coeds were assaulted
within a one hour period Friday
night in the vacant area east of
Mesa Vista dorm. The girls, residents of Santa Ana and Hokona
Hall, were on their way to the
dorms from the Union when the
attacks occurred.
Improper Lighting
The al'<!a whe'!'e the assaults
occurred has been the scene of
numerous other assaults on students in the past. According to
Lenny Miele, Pl'esident of Residence Hall Council, RHC has been
trying to persuade the safety
committee to provide adequate
lighting between the residence
halls for some time, but to no
avail.
The Santa Ana dorm resident
reported to police that she was
liPlll'Oaehed by four youths of
high school ag-e who "handled her
inderently."
Tim set•ond girl told police, as
they wert' taking the other report, that she was "tackled" by
two young men. She suffered a
bruised knee.
One subject has been arrested
in the matt<>r and two others are
b<>ing investigated.
Meile ~aid that h<> lwlieves the
}lrot:l't<i of studc11t .:..tta••ks C"vulti
be solved, or for the most 'part
eliminated, .if proper lighting were
installed in the dark areas around
campus.
"No Money"
lie said further that letters
have been w1itten by RHC to both
the Safety Committee and Senate,
but the only re)llY" received \vas

.'

TUE FNUGHTED AREA east of l\Iesa Vista Resi-,
deuce Hall next to the tennis courts marks the spot
of l<'rida)' nigllt's assault of two University coeds

"no money." M:eile said that RHC
A direct appeal is being sent
was told by the Safety Commit- out today by RHC, Mesa Vista,
tee, a month ago to· stop worry- Coronado, and Women's Resiing about the matter, that lightdence Halls to the Safety Coming was going up. But no far noth·
mittee coordinator, '\Valter Louis,
ing has br ... n d<>ne.
to, Dean . J.,av~lldJ!.r. . 'Pr!i'lltden.t
.Administration Informed
Popejoy and Dean :Methany. The
Meile said that the administra- letter contends that the administion is not ignorant of the mat- tration must offer the students
ter either, because the same issue the same protection from harm as
had been discussed before Christ- they would have at home.
mas. He said, "Are they waiting
"This is a home :for the girls
for someone to get killed or and the guys,'' said Miele, "and
raped? If this continues to hap- if they can't walk out in their
pen we can only blame the ad- own · back yard, something is
ministration."
wrong."
------------------~-----------------

Bulletin
The Student Court has ordered
a special election :for March 23
to elect one member to Student
Council following the resignation
of Carrol Cagle. Interested candi·
dates must pick up applications
in the activities center and submit
them by 1 p.m., Friday, Marclr
18. Applicants must be a melllber
in g<>od standing of Associated
Students and have at least a 2.25
grade point. The candidate will
serve for approximately four
weeks until the regular spring
elections.

port, New Mexico devotes a higher percentage of per capita income to higher education than any
other state."
McConnel added that a major
trend in financing higher education is to assume an. increase in
the ratio of students to faculty.
"The increase," he said, "can be
managed without loss in quality,
by and large.''
McConnel also pointed out that
the BEF does not tell institutions
how to spend their allocations.
"Individual institutions determine
how funds will be spent," he said.
Programs Need Approval
Only major new programs such
as the Medical School at UNM,
or the addition of. a new depal'tment of study require direct approval. "Many other programs are·
Undertaken by schools without
specific approval by the Legisla·
ture," McConnel added.
Representative Mershon, of
Otero County, told students, ''the
Legislatut·e realizes the · way to
·raise incomes and standard of
living is education.'' He pointed
out that New Mexico has the low•
est per capita income of any Western state.
He explained that this is the
reason that stJch a high percentage of allocations fo1• education
goes to elementary and secondary schools. At the same time that
total funds allocated to public
education increases, its 1•atio to
allocations :for higher education
decreases because more and more
young people attend college.
Academic Freedom
In reply to questions about the
Legislature's part role in .university policies and the problem of

_

within a one hour Jll'riod Friday night. The girls
were residents of Santa Ana and llolwna Itesidence
Halls. (LOBO Ill10to by Kendall.)

U Students Meet BE F.
Students from several New
Mexico colleges met with the
Board o:f Educational Finance
and the Legislative Finance Committee in Santa Fe Saturday to
uiscuss the financing of higher
education in the sta,te.
Marilyn Budke, secretary of
the LFC, explained to the students that the LFC is "charged
. with examining the financing and
operation of all departments of
state government."
She said that the BEF was
created in 1951 to "avoid excessive competition between state institutions." The BEF studies and
approves budget requests by New
Mexico colleges. Miss Budke described the powers of the BEF as
"those of persuasion."
Support Is Average
Executive Secretary of the BEF
D:R. William ·McConnel told the
students that New Mexico's support level for higher education is
"somewhere along the average
of that across the nation." In or·
der to secure average level of sup-

...

academic freedom," Mershon said.
"The Legislature itself does not
always rely on its own opinion.
It is extremely sensitive to public opinion!'
"Academic freedom," he continned, "is going to. depend entirelyon the behavior of students and
faculty members. , Pressure on
academic freedom comes directly
from the people.''
:Representative Hoover of Bernalillo County commented, "Aca· demic freedom will be there as
loJlg as it is not abused too badly."

Referendum Asks
p
~ adicaJ-~hange

R

By BOB STOREY
Student Council and Student
S()nate will meet in a special
joint session to discuss the possibility of cutting the appropriations for the UNl\f band, the drama departm<mt, the speech depa1·tment and intramurals from
the. Associated Students budget.
Ward Koerher!e, chairman of
the fimiuce committee said that
the proposition was made because
students wht) pa1•ticipate in the
hand, drama productions, and in
speech activities receive academic credit for them even thoug}!l'
they are financed with student's
money.
University Would Supervise
The proposal would remove
these activitic:< from under student control anti ,lace them Ul1der supel'Vif'inn of the universit~·.
Along with tht• t!Ut in the budget
tlwre would jllli'~ihly be a cut in
the $12 &tudenl activity fee.
Koerhe1·ie l'ahl that the student
budget is now approximately
$200,000. With the removal of
the funds for music, drama, intramurals at1d Sl1eech the lJUdgct
could be cut hy $50,000. This
means that t1w fees cou1d be cut
by almo11t 25 per cent. The l>l'e-

~\~':9~.... """l.llo--wib\y""'

However, tile cut would not
The new Associated Students increase the total cost of goini'
Constitution comes before the stu- to school. The proposal would
dents of UNM in a special refer- move the re.s~JOnsibility for the ·
endum next Wednesday•. Students activities to the university. Tliis
are being asked to radify the new would mean that the university
constitution whiclt;.:makes radical would have to raise its special
changes in the student govern- fees by a corresponding increase.
ment structure.
'
·
PerO\'ich In Favor
The polling places are the
UNM comptroller John PeroUnion, Hokona Hall and the En- vich said that he was in favor
ginecring complex and will be of the proposal. "I feel that the
open for voting from 8 a.m. to 6 ·.'students want to appropriate
p.llt. Voters must present their ac- . mo'ney only fol' student activitivities card and their identifica- · ties." he continued. The Univertion card.
sity is in a better position to
The. new constitution is being evaluate the · budgets for tpese
brought to the students after de- activities. However, if the money
bate and ammending for the last for these activities is not providtwo years. Following a special ed by the Associated Student the
holding action the constitution Universit:x must do. it. This
was approved by senate last week. means a probable increase in student fees charged by the Univer;
Beckley Exhibif
sity.
Co1or prm
· t s, nu de -s t u d'1es, perJ 1'm B.ranch, Associated Stutraits, abstractions and other dents P 1·esident, said that he was
photographs taken between 1960 not sure what wnuld be done toand 1965 constitute the second ex- day. "We just want to present it
hibit at the new Jacalito Gallery, to them (Senate) so they know
5835 4th St. NW, March 13 what the situation is," he continthrough April 9. ·
(Continued on page 8)

~------------------------~--~--------------~~~----~

Phot:o' Recall Wins Prize
By TISH GRANGEU
6 p.m. and the curtain went up
Apparently the University is on the play at 8 p.m.
not too big for one UNM coed.
The "Baron of Beef11 is located
Carmen Mares of 1907 Gold · in historic Old Town plaza and
Ave. SE wan the LOBO contest
-~
by idet1tifying five m31stet·y picI
tures in the Thursday and Friday
issues of the paper.
A night on the town was the
winnel''s prize.
A free dinner fot· two was given•
to the winner at Old Town's
''Baron of Beef." The winner will
also receive two free tickets to
the Music Theater ptesentation of
"A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way tQ the Forum" at the Menau! High School Auditoriulll. The
tickets entitled two persons to
attend this play and also "The
Fantasticks" to be presented next
mol\th.
Night on the Town
Miss Mares and her guest l'eceived their night on the town
Friday. They had their dinner at
Carmen Mares

features cha1·~t·.::l b1·oiled steaks
cooked over an open fire. Owner
David Rhodes ()f the "Baron of
Beef" offers U ~~l\f students a dis-..
count of ten. Ill'!' cent off the bill
on Monday th!·nttgh Thursday.
"A Funny 'l'Il;ng Happened on
the Way to the Forum" is ""a
spritely musical comedy based on
the plays of I'lautt.us, a favorite
playwright of Roman playgoers
around 160 B.C. The play includes
mistaken identities, jealous wives,
rascal slaves nnd numerous other
amusing chmHcters and situations.
Pictures Identified
The five students (in order of
their appearance in. the LOBO)
identified by Carmen Mares are:
Claude Conner, Tito Revadenevia; ·
Carol Garner, Nancy Eastman
and Ann Clausen. "I knew people·
who knew people so·that's how I
identified the pictures," Miss
Mat~es said.

'

'

... .......
'

\
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.Inter-American Forum
.

NEWS ROUNDUP

The Inter-American Forum of
Social Studies will present a
round table discussion of the present situation in the Oominjean Republic. The meeting will be held
in the the&.ter of the New' Mexico Union, Monday, M!l-rch 14, 'at
8 p:m. All 'interested persons are
.invited to a~te~d.
·

By United Press· International
Launch Set to Go
. CAPE KENNEDY - Preparati~n for the launching of Americas 12t~ manned space flight are
proceedmg on schedule 1\.t the
Cape despite rainy weather. A
S~ace·Agency official says "everythmg's going fine.''
The Gemini-S space craft. is
scheduled to be blasted aloft Tuesday by a Titan II booster. During
the three-day mission the two
astr?nauts Neil Armstrong and
David Scott will try to linkup with
an Atla&-Agena target missile and
~cott is to take a two hour romp
m space.
Forecasters say the · weather
should be clear at the Cape and
t~e ocean recovery areas by launch
time.
--oPlot Uncovered In Kenya
~~IROBI, Kenya-The Defense
Mmister .of..the .Afdcan .nation of
Keny~~o SI\.Ys he has . uncovered a
Communist plot to .overthrow
the government of President
Kenyatta.
The _Minister predicts that the
plot Will fail because the Kenyan
.arm~d .forces are loyal to the
Pr!!!t~~c:nt. He ·also said the government of Kenya is keeping a
close watch over the 11ituation.
The · Defense Minister's announcement follows the . expulsion last Friday of six Communist
~iplomats and newsmen for being
mvolved in subversion.
-a-Humphrey Comments on Peking
NEW YORK-Vice President
Hu!>ert Humphrey says the
Umted States could continue to
contain Red China without ne·
cessarily isolating Peking from
the rest of the world.
In effect, the Vice President
generally endorsed the view of
Columbia University Professor A.
Doak Barnett. · In testimony before the. Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. Barnett ;:~aid the U.S.
should take the initiative ·and
break its 17 year old policy of
trying to isolate Red China.
Humphrey .made his remarks
on NBC's Meet The Press and in
an interview with UPI.

Getz~Jd~z Invades UNM Toni ht
By PETE KENDALL
LOBO Columnist
The "World of Stan Getz" brings to UNM the first and
very likely the best of the "cool" saxophone styles that has
· ·
dominated modern jazz in recent years.
A veteran of many progressions in jazz music during his
career, Getz was initiated at age 16 into the reed sections
of the Benny Goodman band
and the orchestras of Jack
Teagarden, Stan Kenton, Bob
Chester, and Jimmy Dorsey.
His biggest break came, however, in 1947 when he joined
the first of Woody Herman's
UNM Opera Workshop partici- Famous Herds where Getz

The
Monterey Institute
of foreign Studies·

Operatic Singers
Form AComPOny

10 Week Summer se..ion
JUNE 20 TO AUGUST 27

p~nts
and other outstanding
7 Week Session
became one of the noted
young singers from across the soon
For Graduates .Only
1.'Four Bro.thers" of Herman's
nation now living Albuquerque saxophone section. Alongside of
JULY 11 Tb A'UGUST 27
have teamed up to launch the Getz in that quartet sat the likes
LANGUAGES AND CIVILIZATIONS
Performing Arts Opera Company
Zoot Sims, Serge Chaloff, and
of China. France, Germany, Italy,
and to produce two American pre- of
~apan, Russia and Spain (native
Steward.
Ouring
the
HerHerbie
miers of 18th century operas buf- man period, Getz recorded "Early
mstructors).
fo.
Autumn," which achieved unpreElem\lntary and Intermediate"
_Kathy ~tis, a ·history .mail!r cedented worldwide sales. And
courses, 16 units. lnterme.cl!l',tt."JXI..
With experience in Opera cWork~· 'finally, in 1949, Stan won his first
advanced courses, 12 units, Upper
shop productions and a student major j!\.ZZ poll for the top tenor
division courses, 12 units, Grad•''
uate courses, 8 units.
•
of Jane Snow's for four years,
and Gene Ives, a transplantild man of that year.
"Cool" Style Formed
POLITICAL ARTS. Comprehensive
Alabaman with Gilbert-and-Sulprograms combinlns fundamental
Soon thereafter, Getz formed
livan, eight opera, and musical
courses with area studies on Western Europe, Russi$ •• and .• !::astern
comedy experience and a bass- his own group in the early fiftes
Europe, Far East, Near Eut, and
fiddle type of voice, team up to and has been going strong ever
Latin •America.
..flirt and fight their way through since. His solos on "Moonlight in
"The Triumph of Honor" by. Scar- Vermont" with guitarist Johnny
·Bachelor of Arts and Master of
Arts In lansuases and clvill~atlons
Smith are typical of ·his early
latti.
and In political arts.
Funny Opera
style and give some indication of
STAN GETZ, one of the leading jazz figures of our time and
This typically buffo (funny) the greater things to come.
1966·67 Academic Year
winner of three "Grammy" Awards, will make his appearance
Of later note, Getz is known as
opera with its swashbuckling adFall Semester: September 26, 1966
here
tomorrow
night
ill
Johnson
Gym.
His
program
will
include
to January 28, 1967,
venturers and amourous pursuits the musician to popularize the
Sprlns Semester: February 6, 1967
selections form his best selling album of "Mickey One"· as well
and conquests will open on March Bossa Nova craze in American
to May 27, 1967.
as
other
jazz
arrangements
and
interpretations.
26 at the Menaul High School au- popular music. It all started with
ditorium. Three other perform- his bit song "Desafinado" and the
Accrelted by the Western Assocle·
lion of School• and Coli•••• a• a
ances are planned for March 27, . LP , Jazz Samba with guitarist yer, will be open to the public his. true jazz foundations. HopeUberal · Art• ln•tltutlon.
fully, however, his repertoire will
31, and April 1, with Bruce Bul- Charlie Byrd. This record alone ~without charge.
••
o
.
achieved
magnificent
success
and
Tuesday's
concert
in
Johnson
include
enough
numbers
to
please
lock directing the orchestral ac- ·
For Information wrlte'tiY: ·
was quickly followed by a series Gym, for which tickets are priced the jazz oriented ear during his
companiment.
of
worthy albums from the same at $2.50 for non-students and brief stay before the University
Other cast members who have
Office of Admissions 117 7
"
been in Opera Workshop produc- pattern-Jazz Samba Encore ac· $1.50 for students with activity students.
THE
But because even the most untions include Laura Baker, Lois , companied by Luiz Bonfa and cards, will feature Getz as part
MONTEREY INSTITUTE
Malloery, and Jean Miller. Paul Antonio Carlos Jobim, Getz/Gil- of the UNM Cultural Committee worthy of numbers is given that
OF FOREIGN STUDIES
Cook, Forrest Turpin, and Phillip berto featuring Jobim and Joao Pop Concert Series. This program
and Getz Au Go Go with as well will start at s :15 p.m.
remarkable touch which audienPost Office Bo" 710
Pfeffer complete this vocal group. Gilberto,
--~--..h-'
•· ··· """' Sweet or Hot?
cea ~and listeners have come to
. - new quarte,;
h Js
·
pms'
1;1 e VOJCe
MONTEREY,
CALIFORNIA, 93942
Another Premier
~At-- d =<T'- --- -.- · .,
ex.. e~~...~~Getz.'s.: pre~ence 'alo'"ne
Opening on March 25, "The of s ru ·~iwerto•. ~.~~.
Tlll~hbrte•
(4Ga7'37'3'47n' ""
• ' - ~- 'Getz has at times been criti- sh~ui7be enough to "warrant the
·~pothecary" by Haydn will also
Getz Comes to UNM
cized for his tendency to slip into capacity crowd due for the perbe an American premier producGetz
and
his
tenor
sax
will
be
the
pop music vein and out of formances.
tion. It features Marji Tucker, at the University tonight and to- =~~-==-~.:.==-==-:=:...::::__:::.::::::::::::_______________________
soprano, as Grilletta and Joseph morrow night to show why the
German, tenor, as Mengone..Both numerous awards and praise
stuednts of Charlotte Warren, heaped upon them are not unthey have appeared in several founded.
Opera Workshop productions.
" Tonigl).t his program will conThe broadly humerous com- sist of contributing as guest arplications of their courtship un- tist to "Concerto for Jazz Artist
der the very nose of the "boss" and Concert Band" written by
lead to disguises and intrigue in John Puffy and supplemented by
the best modern-day spy-spoof the 96 member concert band. The
manner.
:Performance; due to start at 8:15
Other performances are April p.m. in the Fine Arts Center fo1, 3, and 6, with Iva Sawyier,
soprano, playing the conniving
Keeping Up'
lover, and Michael Turpen, tenor,
as the apothecary master.
Elden T. Smith, 'President of
Tickets for both operas, presented in English translation, are Ohio Wesleyan University, proavailable at The Music Mart, . posed that each major university
.,,Sears Coronado, Ricdling's downtown, and by mail from 2709 Her- should bring back 50 to 100 of its
alumni annually for a year's
mosa, NE.
study alongside regular students,
If Russia decided to take saying that education is a conIVORY'K.c
Turkey from the rear, Greece tinuing process. If it continues at
would assist despite the tradi- that rate, we .should all stay in
tional antagonism between the school all the time to keep up
two couptries.
with everybody else.
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while fulfilling your military obligation at the same time in the
New Mexico National Guard.
Contact CWO Gonzales or
at 600
Capta.in
- Fanning
.
Wyoming NE, o~ ~all298-5431.·~
.
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Science foundation
·Gives UNM $9600
The National Science Foundation has announced award of' a
research grant of $9,600 to UNM
for an investigation of nuclear
properties. of small sample. ·
The study is being undertaken
.by Dr. R. Douglas O'Pell, assistant _professm: .of nuclear engineering. :
Or, O'Dell's research will involve ~he use of the department's
pulse neutron generator, firing
bursts of neutrons into small
sa~ple~ of wate~ or polyet4ylene.
Th1s wdl perm1t observation of
their, behavior.
From the data reduction resulting from the ·work, Or. O'Pell will
be able to ascertain certain nuclear properties of the sample.
The purpose of the research is
to clarify accepted experimental
procedures ·and apply the theory
back til small samples.
Jlitherto such work has been done
w~th · larger samples than Or.
plans to use.
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Finalists Are Selected

By LYNNE FRJNPELL
Eleven finalists for the Miss
Spring contest were chosen last
Thursday night in a closed session by faculty and administrators ..
The finalists judged on their
poise, beauty, figure, presentation
and personality .were chosen from
22 girls, They are Sharon Brown,
Margaret Gates, Susan Hutchison, Gail Kritzberg, and Lucy
Linden born.
Other finalists are Jackie Markland, Piane Montgomery, Suzanne
Norgress, Becky Robertson, Jean~tte W11.rd, and Mary Gay Westermg.

The student body will have a
chance to meet the contestants
'-this Wednesday night at the
dance from 8 to 10 in the Union
·.
Ballroom.
Their pictures will be on display in the Union March 20·23.
On March 23 the students attending the Wednesday night dance
will meet the contestants and
vote,
Sponsored by Union
The Miss Spring contest, sponsored by the Dance Committee of
the Union Directorate, is a Bermuda shorts contest.
Judges for the contest are William Bierbaum, director of the

Arnold Air Society, honorary
for Air ROTC upperclassmen, has
initiated 1.7 new lllllmbers into the
society.
•
The members from Albuquerque
are: Fred Cooksey, John Elliott,
Jack Frain, Clyde Fulton, Norm
Gonzales, Walter Huebner, Richard Jaramillo, Charles Mazziotti,
William Pansegrau, Don Robertson, Gilbert Zigler and James
Flagstead.
New members :f'rom out of
town are: Mark Baca, Belen;
Wendell. Gray, 'Hobbs; Mike
Byrne, Naw York; Bill Griffith,
Califol'Jlia, and Sam Jones, Mexico. Arnold Air members are distinguished by blue and gold
shoulder cords worn on the blue
Air Force uniform,

'

American B-52 bombers in Viet
N am destroyed • enemy storage
areas and two Viet Cong-infiltrated villages, It seems a drastic
way to go about slum clearance.

-
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DISCOUNT
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STUDENTS ON REG. & ETHYL

ALSO; Flats $1.00

Lube $1.00
~47-0858

501 YALE S.E.
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Gl's in Viet N am ·will soon be
able to travel to Tokyo to spend
.their leave. They prefer Tokyo
Rose to her male counterpart in
Saigon; ' .,. ·-

,.. '

.,
.I

MAKE A
NOTE!
'Q-1,'

Cliff's Notes
available at
associated
students
bookstore

I
'

~l>AU.Ii.4~-··"k ~·-•'Jittll't

An Executipn
'
SAIGON-From Saigon yesterday came word of more fighting,
the end of a general strike, and
preparation for an execution.
The fighting occurred near Tuy
Hoa'about 235 miles northeast of
Saigon. Paratroopers from the
U.S. 101st Airborne came under
heavy Viet Cong fire. The Communists fled when American artillery zeroed in on them.
In Oa Nang a general strike
which began early . yesterday
.morning ended abruptly by midday. The students and soldiers
had called the strike to protest
the ouster of Major General Thi
who was the First Corps Commender. But, · according to informed sources, Thi told his supporters to cancel the strike. The
popular general is said to have
felt the strike and other opposition to his ouster would just help
the Communists.
In other events, South Vietnamese soldiers and police prepared a section of Saigno's central market place yesterday for
an execution. A wealthy Chinese
merchant convicted of war profiteering was executed later that
afternoon.

.

Union; Pel Faddis, program advisor; Vic Kamler, assistant program advisol·, and Howard Pittmer, biology professor.

•

MoreFighting~·A General Strike•

Arnold Air Society
Initiates 17 Members

Continue your college education

..

.
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HUCKLEBERRY FINN and
Tom Sawyer are easier when
you let CUff's Notes be your
guide. Cliff's Notes expertly
summarize and explain the
plot and cltaracters of more
than 125 major plays and
novels- including Shakespeare's works. Improve your
understanding -and your
grades. Call on Cliff's Notes
for help in any
literature course.

125 Titles in all--amona
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter • Tale
of Two Cities. • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar •
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Great
E•pectatlons • Huckleberry Finn • Kil!l
Henry IY Part I • WutherinR Helatots • Kl111
lear • Ptlde ind P.-judlce • Lard Jim •
Othello • Gulliver's Travels • lord of
the Flies

$1 at your bookseller
~.
~ write:

·

u;

~£J,If~
Cllff'l . . . . .

IIIUirlutiH.L-..11*. . .

..

-~~ don't mean to jes~ about the most serious decision you'll ever make
··.Its JUSt that Humble Od & Refining Company actually offers opportunities
and responsibilities that might. be a little awesome if we took ourselves too
seriously.
,
Y?u ~ee, Humbl~ is America's leading supplier of energy. We're not only
the prmCipal domestic operating affiliate of the Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey), but also affiliated with Esso Production Research Company, the Enjay
Chemical Company and Esso Research and Engineering Company.
•That automati<;tlly ·makes us a leader in U.S. petroleum exploration, producm~, manufacturi~~· tra~sportation, research and marketing. Our employees
also fmd opportumbes With other Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)
affiliates throughout the world.
And that is why we need people at all degree levels, from Bachelor to
Ph.D. - and in almost every discipline.
·
If you're seeking the rewards that derive from significant contributions
in your field, we'd like to talk to you-seriously.

-

SEE

YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
Our Recruiting Team will
visitthe.campusMarch 17·18, 1966.

HUMBLE

. 011.. & REFINING COMPANY , • ,
AMERICA'S LEADING ENERGY COMPANY

A PLAN$ FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMI>LOVER.~ ' · : 1 t
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Published Mo!'d"¥1 Wednesday, Thursday _and Friday of the rcgull!r University year by the
Student Pubhcat10ns Bo;>rd of the Associated Studen!a of the University of New Mexico.
~econd class PO$~~ patd at Albuquerque. New lV(exjco. Printc4 by the, University Print...
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nnd stgned cohamns express the views of the wrlter apd, pot ri~essarily those of the Student Publications B~d or of the University.

LETTERS

ABOLISH ABBR.
To the Editor of the LOBO,
Dear sir:
Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson
I would like to commend Mr.
Managing Editor ----------------------------.: _____ Barbara Warne
Tim Hunter for his scrupulous atBusiness Supervisor ------------'------------------ Richard French tempts to set the record straiglit
Advertising Manager -------------------:.------------ Richard Pfaff as
regards the proper abbreviaMorning Editor ------------------..:------------------- Bob Storey tion for the House Committee on
Sports Editor ----------------.. ---------------------- Paul Couey Un-American Activities. Mr. HunNews Editor --------------------------------------- Tish Granger ter is quite correct, although his
Staff Writers: Bill Waid, Nooley Reinheardt, A"!ll Lehnhausen,
suggcstion.that the committee he
Carole Olguin, Thomas Ormsby.
referred
to as "HCUA" instead of
Staff Photographer: Pete Kendall.
HUAC
goes
against common usBusiness Staff: JoAnn Judith Bailey, secretary. James T. Bezemek,
age in American political circles
circulation manager. R,ichard McDonald, mail clerk.
Staff: Lynne Frindell, Yola Gradi, Mike Montgomery, Kay Ambabo, and in the press,
The "subtle, though detectable,
Chuck Noland.
f;llight upon its investigative func------------------------------------~
tions," which Mr. Hunter says is
implied in the HUAC designation,
exists, perhaps as part of the
mythology of that portion of the
WITH THE CORRECTION of several extremely bad political spectrum for which Mr.
Hunter speaks. I would surely
points in the constitution, the LOBO wishes to go on record wish to hear more from him in
defense of this committee's inas avidly supporting the passage of the proposed constitu- vestigative
functions.
tion and urges all UNM students to vote for it in the referHe might, for instance, wish to
exton its outstanding legislative
endum this Wednesday.
record: something like three to
The Associated Students has long struggled under the five bills in twenty-eight years of
ha1·d, albeit mightily public, labor.
burden of confusing, vagy.e, and ill-defined constitution and
But, alas, what after all IS a
'
laws. In the past, this burden has effectively hampered . name? The important job before
us is the elimination of this taxogood government on this campus.
nomic dissention by the means
WE ARE especially pleased, however, to see a proposed most ·beneficial to our country Abolition of HUAC.
Senate which is truly representative of the student body.
Most sincerely,
, Jerry Tecklin
There is no other choice for a better student government,
American Studies

..

A· Vote for Equality

.

the constitution must be passed.

Passing the Buck
THE ATTACK on two UNM coeds last Friday night in
back of l\.fesa Vista points to a problem area that the UNM
administration has apparently ignored.
The walk past the tennis courts between Mesa Vista
is dark at night and has a long history of reported attacks.
Last fall, two girls were attacked in the area while walking
together. Friday, two girls were attacked separately within
an hour of each other in the same area. ·
THE AD::\JI)jJSTRATION has installed two lights on
'
the back of :\Ie~::. Vista which lights up the back wall of
·Jw dorm impru~sively, but fails to help- anyone walking
IJast the tenni<: ctm:.rts. Something must be done. I£ the ,.administration >(' ,,.Ttt effectively solve this problem soon,
_:;: attm:ke1· mt:;.· -tweed in rape and Ilossibly murder. It will
1:;e inter<:cstiug t;,~~3! to see how the buck is passed.
It is CUl'imb that coeds must have their personal lives
'iightly regu1ute ', hour-wise by an administmtion claiming
d1e right of en l· t·'' parentis, but that these coeds must face
! he po~sibilit;: , · >eing attacked bee:::. use of a ::;ituation their
, .. d to solve.
,~aue
;

,.

, um

CO~RAD CATI~TOON

---"

----

-~~-~

(Ja!J!JiJt'
By THOMAS ORMSBY
.
·wen, we can look back upon the
·IBM danee us an· inj;e:resting e::!Jeriment in the electronic a~e.
Only three memiJ~<1'3 of tha LOBO
staff attended, amf the thh:d, Ann
Slar.;.df::~·,

y.,~C!'nt

uudy .. aft~r

hehtt-~

C(itrvh:;.ced t~1ct ~b:! ~1anee .,~,.~·ou]t ~
nut t_inn1nc~e b:.!!' r.;t~-~tns of 1t~p>h
!1ivra.l eha'l~.f. . eH~:;.· ~xs~d 1'nr-itan t:ap~
~~he

~.~-~~::r

h~sitar~t

btl ..

catH::e shl' fnit !~aat d1c n1ip;ht fn:
tlicgt•acr!U hy btil 1 ~.~ ;:,een tlu·re. Hut
talk~:1l kWJ:

into it, :md
shl.! W'< mt. Du rh;•.; the d~nce a few
Santa Ana gh·li; got together to
protest Miss Slander',; last cnlumn
which brought to Jigl1t some in·
teresting aRlwcts of Santa Ana
morals. The r.drls Wt•re unhat>I>Y
that the scandals had been published in the LOBO, and wanted
to talk to Aun about it. She was
treated in the emergency ward
at Presbyterian, and will be released into protective custody· in
time for this week's column.
wu fina!ly

'

'

[
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•

"WILL BATMAN AND ROBIN GET OUT OF THIS ONE?
• • • DON'T MISS TOMORROW'S EPISODE! !t'

..

..

b~eJl t1mm

ciean and decent. 'We

ha~,:t~n't 1Jet1·n u.n:.JJlc t~J print a ~ln ..

;.dt• 1ett\·1.. fron~ ;.~a!lta .i\rm. ~~et
!ic:e to '.clileir 1wmewhat <'Xprcesive

~

.....

a partner for one or two of the
th1·ee dances due to persons who
didn't show up.
Despite disappointments and
introductory awkwardness, the
dance can be considered a rousing
success for those who did come,
and who were impartially paired
to someone with similar or exacting characteristics.
The entire operation moved
more smoothly than most had
imagined it would, and soon a:l'tcr
8:30, the boys were w<'Il into the
:>i'(){'ess of locating their partnH· for the fir;;t dance. The girls
wert' FNited under numbered post£'rs for the boys to find, and
there was little difficulty in findhlp: the proprr mate.
The . dance floor was buzzing
with "getting-to-know-you" chatter during the first few dances,
but the h•mpo of the t.,"Uest band
kept the couples apart during
most of the 45 minutll sessions.
The t:nion ballroom was mobbed,
1mrham~ th<: major drawback of
the e•.i£'ninp;. The !100 ;)ersons who
wert· e·amnwd into tlw lH<llroom
!Jrul little ruom to !ln m;m:! tJm:n
cH'i':rth•, fm;;t, hut ev<·n tnat hnnt~.. ·Jknt ~t~d r.ot df:.BJ}1eru thP (~n
tlm~ia~m ,,f tho.'<' wlw "('01'n1

GroUp Is Working
On · Ho.urs· 1,rhonge

Selective Service ·System Is Debated
.~.·nequities

WASHINGTON (CP.S)- The
.e.xisted but said "abdraft :syl!tem has become a con· solute equity has never been attroversial topic on Capitol Hill tained."
A small committee of students as '!'ell as collf!ge campuses. .
He said the system has an "unis now working on the Associated
First the_re was general d~sag. matched record" for efficiency and
Women's Students proposal for reement With Lt. Gen. Lew1s B. in the past. five months over
eliminating women's hours on the Hers~ey, head of the Selective 170,000 men had been provided
weekends.
·
SerVIce System, when he sup- for conscription,.
P::ft~~ M;ichigan S~le~tive Servic!l
He would make no comment on
Is Undecided
Dean of Women, Helen White- 0 cia s In reclassifymg students charges ·by the Republican group
side, said that as soon as the de- who had demonstrated at the Ann · that the upcoming deferment test
cision is reached it will be ready ~rbor _officE_! as I:A, or ready for will ;favor science students.
.mductlon.
for release. ·But she does not Immedmte
"Universal Draft"
Meanwhile, elsewhere on Capiknow when this will be.
tol Hill, the education subcomDean Whiteside said that the
The11 there was talk about a mittee of the House wa!l also
decision could be made like a "bull "universal draft" as opposed to talldng about the draft. Earlier
in a china closet" but she feels the present "selective servic!l,SYs- the committee had charged Gen.
that there are many opiirlons that tern" and still more talk about Hershey was "acting as a judge
should be respected. She is work- student deferments · and who and jury in upholding local
ing along, with. the committee.
boards" when they reclassified
should get them.
"We want to make sure that
Now a group of 30 Republican student demonstrators as 1-A.
have called for
rights aren't denied and no one 'Representatives
d'1at e " congresswna
'· 1 .m·
Hershey, however, claimed it
is discriminated against," said an "'.1mme
t'
f th d ft
was "clear Congressional intent"
t
the dean. "The method in reach- ves 1ga Jon o
.
'd to have persons violating the
spok esmen f ore thra
e group
sa1
· · A
· ·
b
ing a decision must be followed
·
1
.
the ca11 was not a po11t1ca one. Selective Service hct goh mto f t e
intelligently."
armed forces rat er t an ace
. 1atwns.
In t he
.
No Democrats were listed simply prosecution f or VIO
Handled Carefully
because the announcement was
A
b
d
Miss Whiteside said that there
case of the Ann r or emonstrabefore the matter had been
,have been other schools that have dmade
· h D emocrat'tc Rep- tors, the general said they violat.Jscusse d w1t
done this quickly, but these '
ed the draft laws as well as civil
schools saw that they had to back resentatives.
1d b
statutes when they sat-in and
.
h
bl
T e Repu Jean group, e
Y thus "disrupted the workings of
up on their decision. "The pro- Rep.
Robert F. Ellsworth of Kanposal must be handled with·care," sas, said there was mounting evi- the draft law."
she said.
dence of "gross inefficiency in the
Two of the reclassined students
"I am very pleased on how the National Selective Service System
A WS has gone about it," Dean and the Department of Defense
Whiteside said.
·
administration of the draft."
There was no immediate comment on the proposed investigaFurniture
Sale
tion by Selective Service officials
T)le University is offering for but Gen. Hershey did refer to it
sale to any individual, used dormi- indirectly at a luncheon appearThirty color photographs of
tory furniture as follows: Four- ance.
ceramic glaze surfaces will be
drawer wood · chests at $8 each,
"I have always understood one on exhibit from March 15 through
three-drawer wood chests at $6 of the functions of the Congress March 31 in the Desert Room
each, small wood desk-table com- is to look into how well the laws exhibition case of the New Mexbinations at $5 each. Some of the they pass are carried out," he ico Union.
chests are oak, the balance are said.
The exhibit represents the past
pine. The l!ale will be held Monday
Hershey was explicit, however, year's work of Carl Paak, ceramthrough Friday, March 14-18, in when asked if he thought the ics and crafts professor at UNM
the basement of Hokona Dormi- Selective Service System ought since 1957. He has been working
tory, The sale will be one a first- to be reorganized.
·
on a research grant provided by
come first-served cash basis.
Reorganization Unnecessary
the University.
The Paak works will replace
"No," he declared. "That's the
I
Nowadays when one becomes plain unadulterated answer. You the current show by Roy Rosen,
his brother's keeper, it is incest shouldn't do anything to some- Santa Fe pictorialist, whose
rather than indulgence, pederasty thing that is working."
photographs illustrate his recent
rather than philanthropy.
The general conceded that some camera tour of Guatemala •

Color Photographs
On Exhibit in Union

have fil.ed suit against the Selec-. ity.' 'He did cite the little-known
tive Service and Gen. Hershey fact that the U,S. almost resorted
in federal court in New York.
to drafting women as nurses during the last days of World War
Reclassification Qt~estions
The question of reclassification II. The 1944 bill was introduced
came up after the general briefed in Congress but was never acted
the education subcommittee on upon. If women are,ever drafted,
his plans to furnish local draft it would almost certainly be as
boards with new guidelines on nurses, the general said.
-Stories began circulating
the deferment of college students.
Hershey was closely questioned around Washington about Local
on the. reclassifications by Rep. Board 100, the board to which
John Brademas (D-Ind.) and Rep. registrants outside · the U.S. are
assigned. With probably what is
Philllip Burton (D-Cal.), After the lQwest draft percentage of'
the hearing, subcommittee chair- any in the nation, its registrants
man Rep. Edith Green· {D-Ore,)
issued the charge that the general are primarily the children of foreign service families stationed
had acted as "judge and jury."
overseas.
. The furor over reclassifications.
Men in this category m1,1st 'be
has made the general almost as living overseas when they become
controversial as the system he 18 and register for the draft.
run~.. In New York, a leading
They become eligible for induc·~
candidate
for the Reform design~~
tion as soon as they return to
ti.o.n for Congress 1'n the 19th dis- U.S. soil.
tr1"ct, demanded that Hershey res 1" gn because he was "sti'fl•.·ng free
d1'ssent" by using the draft as a
thinking PIANO?
"punJ'tJ'v.e weapon." R. Peter
SEE theYAMAH A PIANO
Straus sa1' d "his {Hershey's) admi·n,·stratJ'on has reflected an att1'tude ,·nJ'ur.1'o.us to the .American
"'
tradition of free dissent."
822 SAN
MATEO SE
Women's Draft Seen
In other developments:
-Gen. Hershey said in an inStudy in ,
terview a plan for drafting women has been drawn up. He preGuadalajara, Mexico
dicted it would' never be used
but said "as a planner I have to
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
be prepared for every eventualfully accredited University of Arizona

Scuba Club
Divers! The UNM Scuba Club
is being reorganized. Anyone interested in joining the club is
asked to leave his name at the
Activities Desk in the Union or
call Lee Anderson at 255~1512.

program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford University, University of California, and Gua·
dalajara, will offer June 27 to August
8, art, folklore, geography, history,
language and literature courses. Tui·
tion, board and room is $265, Write
Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box 7227,
Stanford, Calif.

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828

89 Winroc;k Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Children's Books
Paperbacks
Bargains

~:.~~o-H.

(~·Ull t -~nt.

\?i\l ll<·!ve ll'ai'l:nl that the Bn:r·
t~:-:t Stut!c·ut ·crx:(n'l t\*aS., m::tn.·:l~:r:-·liz;
·~,iTY-::::.-t h~.. I~~;t ·r.N.t.d:~s .i.\nn £~1a:i~~~..~:·
t.u·~·~.Hitn.. :::ptY:liH1··u.Uy to its ~ .. ]~;-"'"~-~~
n{;·:eet eh~.u·[leit·~·." This is 1•n\~te:1~
c:e. hnn 0~a a~.·(~ur:tation \Vhl·n r.::L•
:,:·•~-B~~~tir:•l3 ~h~.~ ~13l"!l:!!t,~·.sn(<f'S t...lEJ
ui;t"Zous ldr\h n-;.uru1 :..-:tanda:rd~ 1 0>?
ti~t' cohtB!l!!. B'iit. if tllt~ rH::h!i:. ·r ;·

of BSTJ r'msidt•red it to be su
shocking . . . why did they all
read it • . . hmmm~n '?

* * *
Enoup:h about that ••• we'll just
wait for the lettl'rs from the BSU.

*

* *

Surely you· all r<'member the
sc•niot• . psychology major who's
taking home economics. Reason:
Because she thought that cantalope
was being forbidden to sec·
*
*
*
Ann asked me to inform all of
rctly
marry; that Swiss cheese
her readers that she does not ·
was
central-Europ<'an pornog•
write the letters . • . only tho
raphy
and that hot dogs were the
answers. The letters are actually
girls
at
the IBM dance.
sent in to the LOBO from those
This girl is also an English
who seek advice from an expert.
She expressed particular concern minor, but is still having trouble
about the letters dealing with with classic books. li'or instance,
Santa Ana. They were ~ent in by she thought that "Fanny Hill"
sources unknown (as all letters was an Albuquerque suburb.
are ficticiously signed), and only
* * *
the answers are her doing.
Rodey Theater is cu1•rently in
She is looking forward to some- final rehearsal for their upcoming
one sending her a letter which production of "The Physicists."
will defend the dorm's position in a play about early Renaissance
campus society, and ;would be most geniuses such as Galileo, etc. Can
happy to her from anyone who you imagine anything more ab·
resides there. Get those letters in surd ·than a Rodoy pl~tyer east as
girls • • • now's your chance. But a genius.

.,

have a hateable enemy. If it is
to expect its tr~ops to kill communists in other parts of the
world it cannot be expected to be
sensitive to their political or civil
libertie.s at home. It can hardly
refuse to recognize the· legitimacy of the communist controlled
NLF in VietNam and at the same
time recognize the civil legitimacy of the Communist Party at
home.
This is why the Attorney General has fixed a communist label
on a student group that has no
qualms about not excluding communists from its membership._,In
doing so Mr. Katzenbach has
taken a long step toward creating · the "hate the communists"
mood so necessary for prolonged
conflict in VietNam.
T.he most disturbing aspect of
th'e affair is that the entire war
is a product of the executive
branch of the government. This
last incident shows that the Executive is willing tc,> suspend civil
liberties at home without declaring a state of war, and in so doing, circumvent two of the most
vital sections of our federal constitution.
Roger Anderson
Assoc. Professor of Geology

'Planned Mates'
Thank Computer

Uncle ~om~

brir·r.rhil~~-·.

,

the. constitution. But it is not
illegal to be a member of the Boys
Club or the DuBois Club, or for
that matter., the Communist
Party and such a trial cannot be
held.
The federal government has in
this case found it necessary to resort to trial by accusation in order to get around the constitution. This is substantially the
same technique of trial by accusation used by the House Committee on Un-American Activities
and by Senator McCarthy.
A more rational approach. to
Communism has been used by
other democratic countries. It
would be far. better to have an atmosphere that would permit the
Communist Party to be on the
ballot and where recognized student groups could represent the
communist view. There is nothing
mystical or inherently commlfnicable about conrmunist philosophy. Why not let it take its natural position in the spectrum of
American thought as has been
done in other western countries ?
There is a fundamental reason
why this is not likely to take place
in the United States in the near
future. If our government is to
pursue a large-scalf'l war it must

ARE GIRL SCOUTS SAFE
Dear Editor:
There has been widespread
verbal and economic reprisal
against the Boys Clubs of America in the wake of the Attorney
ByTHOMASORMSBY
General's charges against the
DuBois Club of America. This
No doubt, the 9,000 or so pernicely illustrates the power of the sons who did not attend last Frifederal government in controlling day night's IBM dance either
public opinion. It also illustrates missed a choice opportunity to be
the low level of emotionalism used matched with an ideal mate, <Qr
in this, type of though control.
luckily passed up an embarrnsA condemnation by the Attor- sing fiasco.
ney General is not the same as a
On an overall scope, the comconviction for illegal or subver- putcr matching proved to be most
.sive activities but the effect is es- interesting, and most persons
sentially the same. The result is· 11eemed satisfied, at least in part,
punitive and therefore the group with those whom they were
so charged should be entitled to mated. However, there were some
the rights of trial as set forth in disgruntled students left without

1

-,Tim Jam;son

Letters """ W<>leqme, 11nd pl]ould be. no
longer thun 250 words. typewritten, double
spaced. Name, tele_phone null}ber .a11d ad ..
dress •must be included, although nume wiU
be withhrld 11POn request.
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;:;~·r ~. ri'.a~~-:1t~-1. As
t'l.H·ned out.
fi'.f~:~t

t:i

-~ <~·~r'~:• ~ ~~~·1 d:n't('f\

ia:··l

:t

m•Jst !•t·<.tple uttultle;l for the
sbet~:· h~n·it~.:~it;\:· of the atfuir, t.t\
oT•e wlmt the: <'<mlTmtn· mir;ht
Uli'll HlJ, f•JI' thdi' ''JlCJ'fect mate."
In fact. <'Ul'in~ity w:w the main ..
sta~· of the whole du1l<~e. l'ersom;
wh~> w<•rc Pngaw•d, or pinned,
earm• tu ~~·e 'v,hat they might he
mi~><ing, and to fet•l out whut n
n11whine eonsidl?rcd to be the ideal
elllltil(' frl)m those who participated.
·
'fhN·c was only one known
buy-liu~· match which lnt<'r proved
to ht~ a ·clerical rnthel' than an
clcc.:tronic el'l'or, and the <lanee
resumed with a few chuekh!s.
The Santa Ana girls were keeping an eye out fm· Ann Slander,
but there wert! no major inci~
dents.
All in all, nwst persons enjoyed
themselves, nnd it was one of
the biggest successes of the year.
Hats off to the Special Event.s
Committee for their long, ardu~
ous work in putting the dance
on-but next time , • • let's not
throw IBM cards all ovor the
floor ••• they're slippery•
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own Basket Shop
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HfJ,n~~r:· :~~1:/ege Paper Suspended for Defiance
NEW' ;YORK; (CP..S)..b- The

Hunter · Colrege Meridian was
suspended from publication and
its editor and copy editor suspended from classes last week in
a climax to a series of clashes
between the student. newspaper
and the Dean of Students.
On March 2, Meridian editor
Roberts Kantor was denied an ex. emption to run for a second term
as editor by a student-administration board which judges grade
qualifications for major stude.nt
positions. The editorship of the
campus newspaper requires a
gradepoint average of 2.5; Miss
Kantor had a 2.44. The two students on. the board split on wheth-

'Free University'
Aided by Council
..
i.

i•

ByBILLWAID
Student Council has allocated
$150.00 to the Committee on the
University for the creation of a
"free university." In a letter mailed to professors,
soliciting their participation in
the program, Jack Weber of the
Committee on the University described the "free university" as "a
university within a university."
He went on to say that it is designed to "allow students to participate in seminar-type classes
considering subjects or topics not
ordinarily offered in the regular
curricula but of interest or importance to the university community.''
"Subjects for the classes will be
determined principally by what
the volunteering instructors feel
they are individually interested
in teaching and what students request, in so far as they coincide.''
Only for Students
Classes would meet three hours
per week for a four week period
and will be limited to fifteen students. The program will be open
only to students who have a vali-

er to allow the exemption in her
case, and Dean of Students Glen
Nygreen cast the deciding vote
against her.
Publication Halted
Publication of the .newspaper
was suspen~ed the next day when
it came out with signed editorials
by the editor and editorial board
promising to continue publication
under the present leadership. The
editor and copy editor were suspended from classes for one week
pending a hearing when the Dean
charged them with breaking into
the Meridian office, on which he
· had installed.. ·a new lock.
The case is scheduled to be
heard this week by a faculty committee appointed by Nygrene to
determine whether his 'Suspension
ruling should be extended to inelude the rest of the semester. The
New York chatper of the Anu:mican Civil Liberties Union is pl'Qviding the students with rut ~ttorney.
The Meridan has elm.rgcd tltat
Dean Nygt·een is e-onductin"'.· :a

"

"personal vendetta" against Miss
Kantol'
tl1e ne'\vspapcl\
ln the
editorialand
defying
tlte ·e~emptions
ruling, the editorial b oard :pointed
out that when llliss .Kanrol"s
grade average was only 2..2!) la:st
semester, "before any Meridians
had been published under (her)
editorship," she was granted au
exemption.
"Since she has been editor, Miss
Kantor's grades has risen. to 2.44.
Evidently, the Dean''S estimation
of the Meridian has not risen. in

UMusic Students
Given S.cholarships
Two UNM students· enrolled in
the department of music, Edmond
L. Loomis and Vincent Kole, have
been named recipients of scholarships.
Loomis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edmond G. Loomis, 3433 Purdue
Pi., NE, received a one-time
award, the Hazel McMahon Memoira! valued at $100, A senior
transfer. from the University of
Wichita, he is majoring in music
education and specializing in
voice.
·
Kole, who is from· Tularosa, is
a sophomore music education
:major specializing in the . violin.
He was awarded the John A. Butteri Memorial Award of $75.

''

Constitution Discussion
The constitution revision committee would like to have an opportunity to explain the new government to a111nterested students,
11inee the referendum is coming
up in the middle of the month.
Those wishing to arrange a meeting time may contaet Tom Miller
at 298-1994, Tom Isgar at · 2430400 or check at the Activities
Center in the Union at 4406.
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Pl'e~\'ltat'iim 't6 th~ .J\Mtcllll DUlil'<i
th-at R \\'3'$ ~i'S "'Jtl1tenl.lon~ to "'~sk

Shi<lel\t 'Co"Y~dl :and tlY~ l'tlb\lca~
tloft B'oaru 't6 'Mvrew tlte P\'el!lint
~nstitutioh -of Moe\'idlal\ ami to
~\aek ~olt\Wl:cndatt.>n to-r a\~~
.,_ Metnod
'· 'O:o:" -el c.>cUon
dtal\ges in tu,e
'Of 'Cd!tol:'S, the method '0£ apPl"'\"ltl -of su.:-11 ~lecUM, and tltli
l~th of tlte tenn of ufl\ee of

such person11." The editor is currently elected by the staff of the
newspaper for one semester and
~s eligible to run for a second
term.
Gr6up Pressure
When the Judicial Board did
recommend that Miss Kantor be
fi1·ed however, Nygreen reversed
the Board's decision under the
Pl'essure of objections from various campus groups. In his statemont reve1•sing the decision, Nygt•een declnt•ed he w11uld "permit
hm• to continue (ns editor) subject to het• conthming ncndomic
eligibility , , • het' l)1'0gt•ess ns
sdiothtllld townt·d 1-\'1'1\(htt\tion in
Ju1w, 19GG, nmt het· llU!IltiUg tho
llealUt shmdnwts ()f tltll College
f\.)"• "l'l•lcmt:ii.n
" ' '
It Wl\S tltls Pl'<Wiso tlmt tho

l)f>ll\\ N>fel'l't!d to Wltim llll l'tfUI!Iltl

SEE INDIANS MAKE
lURQUOISE JEWELRY

OLD TOWN

Special Announcement
10% discount on
presentalion of I.D,
Includes all brond
nome merchandise,

{l)(i.'lnt)t.iotu "Onli o'f tho eoudltions

l.}r this ll('Umt (l'tVet•sing tl1o Judi·

tlt\l Doat'd dt!eision) wns tlu't ~·ou
bll ucudmniN\lly t>ligibla to bold
tl1is posiUott aeeot'<Ung to tho

rules ns 1mblishcd • • • You m·o
thet-efore decitu-ed ineligible to
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CLINICAL PHARMACY
~

.5002 GIBSON BLVD, S,E,

' I

"

PH. 2.55-16o47

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 C.nlr•l E., Albuquerque, New Mexico
Phone 242·0094

Your Texeca Star Dealer

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M. STUDENTS.
PRESCRIPTIONS SICIC ROOM SUPPLIES RENTAL AND SALE OF
CRUTCHES, WHEEL CHAIRS, WALKERS AND COOL STEAM VAPORIZERS •.
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Ready to debut as a
.f=i=~=F=~:::!r=::!~~\ . practicing engineer?
See how LTV can help
find the field you're
cut out for. Your
whole career benefits
when you start
with the right job.
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An engineer who's at home in several specialties is a man
in demand. LTV's cross-training and multiple projects
produce well-rounded candidates for top-level positions.
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Teacher Corps to Combat:
Poverty Pocket: Shortage

COVERED WAGON

t\l ll,'l'nnt Miss Rtmtot• n gl~lldo

~

M6nday, March 14,1966

h11ld the position o£ Editor.
In suspending the n.ewspaper,
Nygr!len at the s!lme tu~e asked
the Student Counctl to begm forming a new student newspaper
structure for the campus.

.• . . ......... .......' ....... .............. .... ............... ...... ............ .. ..•

dated l:D eaTd.

Registration will be held in the
Union on Sunday April 3.
Council has put $100 into a fund
for a book exchange and loan
program. The funds are to be administered by the ASUNM Treasurer Dan Dennison.
City Residents Council and
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity have submitted proposals for
the operation of a book exchange
and loan but neither group has
officially decided to take on the
project.
Council has ordered 200 copies
of the first Western Academic
Association Journal which will be
issued in April. The journals cost
$.50 each, but wiU be sold to students for $.25. ColUlcil wiJl appropriate funds to pay the remainder.

proportion to Miss Kantor's index,'' the editorial said.
Liquor Conflict
The conflict between the paper
and the Dean of Students erupted
toward the end of last semester.
Dean Nygreen brought the paper
before the student-faculty-administration Judicial Board on
charges of ·having liquor in the
office during a Christmas pat•ty.
In his. presentation of the case
for "disciplinary action" Nygt•een
outlined four possible penalties
which he thought the Judlciltl
Board might impose:
-denying Mll1'idinn the use of
office spncll on cmn:pus; -romoving the editors ft'Oin otni.'lll =4US•
. solvius· the enth•e lldltm~lal stl'\\1.'•
tll·~
• c "n•l
" , '""""','\"'"''•'""t
"'"v • "'~ .•m ..,.,,
""' thal<
,.. Ht"
"
Studcmt Ct.mndl forln ~new \\ll\\'l!•
llll.:P<'ll'l --'l!US}}Iltidhrg iml\vldull.l
stmic.>nts ft'oi\t :scli.Ml,
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· W ASHll'I'GTON (CPS) - The
Office of, :jJlq):lcation estill)ates there
is a teacliershortage o:f at least
100,000 a year and that there are
about 80,000 teachers 'with subi.
standard. credentials.
Thus, with a great· Q.emand on
existing teachers, ~>chools in "pov'erty. pockets" such as Hal'lem,
Appalachia, Watts and~ Jackson;
Mi$s., lose out to wealthier, more
"respectable" status symbols.
•
The Teacher Corps will try to:
combat this by putting 3,750 men
and women in slum schools by this
fall and having 10,000 volunteers
in service by 1969.
Placement Plan
The corps is a partnership between the Federal government,
univers_ities .a_nd l_ocal schoo1
· · to
' ·place:
·• •· · _,,
• '' • ·· boards.
teachers.,in:.ar.eas
not likely to attract talented·
teachers.
The National Teacher Corps
was created by the Higher Education ·,Act of 1965. Congress is
. now considering a $10 million Supplemental Teacher Corps Appropriation with $31 million requested
for the 1967 ·Teacher Corps budget.
There will be two types of volunteers, ,botlr"Serving two years.
The first' is career teachers with
a minimum of five years general
teaching experience or three yeat•s
of teaching in poverty areas. They
will lead teams of one to five
teacher interns.
Teacher Intern
The second g1·oup is the teacher-intern. The requirement for
this group, which will make up
three-fourths of the corps ,is a
college degree. The program. does
not require. experience or a'. teaching certificate.··.·
' ·.'
The interns will teach only 2
or three classes, supplementing
the local teaching staff. The rest
of their time will be spent in
school and community related ac' "--•' .

tivities and graduate study leading tQ a master's degree.
Pre-service training will consist of thTee months of study at
a· ulliy~rsity during which time
the intel.'ns will ea~·n some academic Cl'edif;. The emphasis will
be on. t)ie sociology o£ poverty:
wh;l( it· exists, the techniq_ues · of
teachillg the disadvantaged and
commt~nicating wit hthese groups.
; ; :Parent Substitute.
The: purpose of this training
is to ·help the volunteer serve not
only .as a teacher, .but almost to
"take the place of a liter~;~te parent." .ffhe Office of Education estimates that children in poverty
areas are often as much as two
years behind · when they begin
kinderg~:.wten. Th
. ey f ace a new ex·
· ·boo ks, penc•'I , paper,
perience m
unfamiliar rules and schedules.
These cultural handicaps must be
overcome before the child can
even begin to learn.
·
Special projects carried on by
Teachet· Corps volunteers will inelude language ·(proper English)
labs, remedial reading, late study
halls, tours to museums, etc. The
concept is one of the "lighted
schoolhouse"-a place that is
open beyond class activity and
helps the students und~r!ltand why
education is important.
Selection is a three-fold process:
(1) the application must be accepted by the National Teacher
Corps in Washington, (2) the
pre-service course must be passed,
and (3) the teacher must be
selected by the local school board.
The training will be designed
and run by the universities. Preservice training and graduate
study for the master's degree will
probably, although not definitely,
be obtained at the same university. Office of Education officials
are hoping to train. volunteers
close to the area they will be
serving. In that case; training

. . . ' ....... .. .

.
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Sobicas Concert
Will Finish Series
·

,

S~;~bicas, the man kMwn as the

king of the . Spanish guitat·, will
present the final concert of the
1965-66 P'rogram Series, Friday,
March 18, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Union Ballroom.
·
The phiying style of the selftaught gypsy guitarist from the
province of And!'llu&ia in Spain,
was described as "breathtaking"
by the m\lsic critic of the New
York Times after his performance
in that city's Town Hall.
The performance by Sabicas is
the la~t of the current academic
year brought to UNM by the Program Sel'ies. Th!l series is a project of student government and is
financed by an appropriation from
the Associated .Students at the
University. Dr. HarolddLavender,
h: •
dean of students, serve as .e auman of the cultural committee
which directs the set•ies.
Admission is by activity card
for students or $1.50 general ad;:.:m..:.:i-"ss..:.:i..:.:on_._·- - - - - - - - - and graduate study would probably be at the same s~:hool.
L6W Income Areas
School districts eligible for
l'eacher Corps volunteers are
those in which the population
earns less than $3,000 a year. The
schools must request the teachers,
place them, and P!'\Y them according to the local scale. In return,
the school systems will be reimbursed by the federal government :for what they pay corps
teachers .
The federal government will
pay for all training-both preservice and graduate study-for
teacher-interns. It will.not pay for
graduate study for the career
teachers, as the Office of Education is assuming most will have
their master's by this time. The
government will pay for their preservice training, however.
•

·~
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•

•

SPRING IS HERE: Sunday afternoon br6ught the sun bathers 6Ut
of hibernati6n to bask in the luxuri6Us weather that has blessed
this campus for the past week. (LOBO photo by Kendall.)

Recent

Paintings by

S:Spencer:
MONDAY and TUESDAY

la PLANTE GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.
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ONE NIGHT ONLY
Tlckell on tale now ot Rlodlinl!• Muslc·downtown
Record Rondonoua-Winrack Pric11 ~3.50·$3.00·$Z.50·$Z.OO
paul vDlella. promotion
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LTV recognizes the
young engineer from
the start. Besides
the satisfaction of
working on top-priority
projects, you'll be
given the opportunity
work toward
advanced degrees
through companysponsored programs.
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We're ready to
talk, engineers- about any
question you ask. Training programs. Research
facilities. Company sales. Current
projects and plans for the future. And you.

•
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Drawing will be held at
3:30 p.m. in the associated ·
students bookdore

NOTHING TO BUY
JUST REGISTER

•

qu&stions?

to

Come and register
for a
FREE CLASS RING
March 15

Tuesday, Marc:h 15
is CLASS RING DAY
at the associated
students bookstore
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If you're looking for a care.er of exciting growth and accomplishment,
you're also looking for a company with ilie same qualities. Here at LTV
Aerospace Corporation; young engineers and the company are growing
in the fields of aircraft, missiles, space, .surface vehicles and range
services. Assign.ments ar~ diversified, too. They include such areas as:
aerodynamics • avionics and instrumentation • dynamics • systems
design • propulsion • stress analysis • communications design • tech·
nical administration ..• and others.
For complete information about a career with LTV, consult your
Placement Office, then schedule an appointm~nt with our representa·
tive. Or write College Relations Office, LTV Aerospace Corpor·ation, P.o.
Box 5907, Dallas, Texas 75222. LTV Aerospace Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer.
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JOHN
ROBERTS
COLLEGE RING
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A •u••tDIA,.,V 01' LINCII•.,..MCCJ•Vo&.lat~or; INC.

DIVISIONS: LTV ASTRONAUTICS • LTV MICHIGAN • LTV RANGE
SYSTEMS • LTV VOUGHT AERONAUTICS • J<ENTR()N HAWAII, LTD,
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associated students bookstore
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U·Trackmen Run Over Arizona Sports Workshop

New Mexico opened up the 1966
tt•ack and field season Saturday
afternoon with a 108-37 victory
over the Arizona Wildcats at
University Stadium.
The Lobos, seeing action in
their fi1·st outdoor meet of the
season, won 12 of 17 possible first
places.
The outstanding performance,
ironically, came from Arizona's
IGd Ma1•tensen in the pole vault.
Martensen w.ent higher than any
other Western athletic vaulter
when he cleared the bar at 163/4. John Rose of Arizona State
had , held the record at 15-61/2,
set in the WAC track and field
championships in 1963.
One Double Winner
The only double winner in the
meet was New Mexico's fleet
Bernie Rivers in the 100-yd. and
220-yd. dashes. Rivers sped to
:09.6 timing in the 100 and :21.3
timing in the 220. Finishing second in both races were Rene
Mattison in the 100 (:09.7) and
Art Carter in the 220 ( :21.3),
both Lobos.
For New Mexico, the meet might
have proved too costly as the
services of hu1·dle, long, triple,
and high jump man George
Loughridge was operated on Saturday afternoon. Loughridge
suffered a torn right knee car-

Joint Session Due
To Consider Cuts
(Continued from page 1)
ut•d. He stated tl1at the move
had berm under consideration for
a long time.
"If we cut the students budget
we must cut the activities fees
because it would be unfair to the
students." "It would be like ask'ing for a $3 raise in the fee if
we don't cut the fee," he said.
Heservations !\lade
President of Senate, Dick Baker, said that he has some reservations about cutting the activities fee. "If we cut the fee, it

could possibly hamper future
student governments," said Baker. "Once the cut is made there
would have to be a special student referendum if we need to
raise them again. l'his would be
a problem," he continued.
However Baker agrees with
the general principal of the pro·Posal.
The measure is a matter of
transferring responsibility for
the involved activities from student control to the University.
The move could cut the needs of
the students by some $50,000 and
reduce their budget from $200,000 to about $150,000.
Would Affect Budget
Todays special session must decide the action to be take'l because the proposal ·must be approved by the students in a referendum. Interested parties are
fighting the deadline for next
Wednesday's special election. If
the budget cut ·is approved by
senate it could be presented to
the students for their approval
along with the new constitution
in the Wednesday referendum.
If any action were to be taken
it would affect next years budget
which is facing approval by the
Student Council within the next
few weeks.
·

Joins This Fall

Clovis Letterman
Signs with UNM
•

'"'·

'\

\

I
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Don Snyder, a three Sport letterman at Clovis High School,
signed a letter of intent with
UNM: last Friday and will join
the Lobo freshman football team
in the faU.
The 190-pound, 6-3 lad played
fullback for the Clovis Wildcats,
but New :Mexico coach Bill Weeks
said that Snyder would probably
be shifted to a tight end with the
Lobos.
Snyder was on the UNM ca:tn·
pus this weekend as a member of
the Clovis basketball te11m par.
ticipating in the 45th annual
High School BasketbaJI' Tourna.
ment.

Listen.
to KNMD

tilage while participating· in the
SII()T PUT: 1. Rich, NM, 55·7'%: 2,
Marks. NM, 53~; 3, Jim Wiadecke,
long jump, He still took a third
tl:A. 51-4\io.
in the event with 23-0 and three.JAVELIJOI: ChrlsUanson, NM, 235·10: 2.
'l'ushaus, UA, 225-oY,; ;. nouser, UA. ··
quaz·ters mark. Ira Robinson won
138·101!..
the event at 24-6 and thl·ee-quar4·10.YARP RSLAY: 1. Arizona (DtJg.
A ski workshop will be given
nolo, Kimball,, TeUa Ehlcnburgl :4l!.l.
tel·s; and Clarence Robinson took
CNew Mexfco•s '-A'' and ' B" team3 ~ott.
by
tho Division of Girls' and
droppecl batons). .
.
second to give· the Lobos a 1-2-3
Sports F~·iday and SatWomen's
ONS·MILS
RUN:
1.
'l'hornton,
:rlJM,
sweep.
<~c:l2.7; 2. Baker, NM, 4:15,0; 3, Louljlal,
urday,
March
18-19. The program
NM, 4:17,4,
··'-Upset in Javelin
is fo~· women physical education
LONG .JUMP: l, l. Robinson, "'lVI•
A big upset came in the javelin.
24-61~; 2. C. nobJnson, NM, 24·0¥.;t:· 3.
teachers so they can promote ski·
Loughridge, NM. 23,1)3,4.
.
Defending NCAA champion, John
440·l.'ARD DASH: 1, Read. NM, :44.6:
ing for gil'ls in New Mexico.
2. C111To!l, NM, :47.41 3, Sullivan. VII,
Tushaus, had to settle £or second
The workshop wiJI open Friday,
:47.9. (Meet record, Old mark :48,3 by
place behind UNM's Eric ChrisDicit Howard N.M., in 1959. Also NM
with
registration at Johnson Gym
fre!:ibman record. Betters cld mark of
tianson. Christian had a career
Room
184, at 7:30 p.m. Shal·el
:46.9 by Adolph Plummer In 100\1).
best at 235-10. Tushaus threw the
l!W-YARD DASH: 1. Rivers, NM. :09.6;
Anderson,
UNM instructor, will
spear 225-0'.4.
2. Matlson. NM. :09.7: 3. Kimball, UA.
preside
over
the session. A lec:10.0, ('l'les meet record bY Larry J;liUUl,
The Lobos squad has been sufUA, 1962),
ture
on
American
Ski Technique
fering from bouts with the flue
I20.YARD 111GB liURDLSS: 1. Fred·
will
be
given
by
Fred
Dalem, dierick1
UAt
:14,3;
2.
BfUey,
NM,
:14.4;
the last couple of weeks, but their
3. Knight, .NM, :14.9:
rectol'
of
the
Sandia
Peak Ski
marks gave no indication that
HIGH JUMP: 1. Brannon, NM, 6-d:
School.
,
3. Moore, NMt G-4; 3. Christianson, NM.
they had been sick.
6•0. (Meet record. Old record 6·5'1< by
At
9
a.m.
Saturday
car
poola
Angris . Alexander, UA, 1959 and Gayle
Two of the day's best marks
Hopkins, UA, 1962).
will form at Johnson Gym to
came in the 440-yil. dash and the
DtSCUS TIIROW: 1. 'l'readwell, UA,
take
the students to Sandia Peak.
high jump. Fxeshman Ken Head
l56·0!h; 2. Marks, NM. l5J·8~; ~. Jtines,
UA, Hfi-4.
sldel'S will be divided into
The
posted a school mark at :46.6 sec880-YARD· RUN: 1. Mitchell, NM,
groups
by ability. They will reonds. The old mark was held by
1:50.7: 2. Cox, NM, 1:50.7: 3. 'l'Urner
ceive
ski
lessons until 4 p.m.
UA,
l:5S.3.
(Meet
record.
Old
mark
Aldolph Plumme1 at :46.9. Jeff
1:50.9t Jim Dupree, NM, 1960).
$7.50
fee includes two lesThe
Brannon. cleared the bar at 6-8
2-'IO.YIIRD DASJI; 1. Rivers. NM, :21.3:
sons by the sld school and an
2. Carter, NM, :21.3: 3. Kimball, UA,
in the high jump. He had been
:21.7.
ali-day pass to any of the ski
suffering from a bee! injury in
440 • YARD IJOITERMSDIA.TE JIURlifts.·
Applications may be obDLSS:
1.
Houser,
UA,
:52.2:
2.
Baxter,
past weeks.
JiM.• :52.2: 3, Lloyd, NM. :S:J.l. (Mqet
from Miss Share! Andertained
Four Sweeps
record. First time event nml,
Carlisle
Gymnasium. Applicason,
TR.PLE
JUMP:
l.
Baxter,
NM,
49·2~·~;
New Mexico had four 1-.2-3
2, .JJ, Robinson, NM, 48-4: 3. L Robin·
tion
deadline
is March 10.
sweeps in the triple jump, mile
son. mr. 46-11'4. (Meet record. 01~
mark 4(1-4~ by c. Robinson, NM, 1965),
(won by Thorton of New Mexico
TWO.JIIILE RUN: 1. Scott. NM, 9;02.5;
in 4 :12.7), high jump, and triple
2. Eller. NM, 9:03,6; 3. Ramala. UAt
Art Show
9:45.5.
(.Meet. school and stadl~m rec·
jump (won by Art Baxter at 49-2
ord. Old meet mark 9:32.7 by Webb Lou·
Three sculptured vase fo1·ms
and three-quarters).
dat, NM, 1965; old school mark 9:09.2
by Ed Coleman. 1965; old stadium
done by ceramics professor Carl
In the relays New Mexico came
mark 9:03.2 by Murry Halberg, New
Zealomd, 1962).
Paak are included in the second
out on top in the mile and both
ONIHIILS
RSLAY:
l.
New
Mexico
national
invitationai show at San
Lobo teams (A and B squads)
('l'bornton, :50.4. Cox, :48.0: Mitchell,
:48.2. Head, ;47,2) 3:14.3: 2. Ari20na,
Jose
State
College, California.
dropped the batons. Arizona's
3:15.0.
.
The·
show
runs
£rom March 15 to
time in the 440-yarder was :42.1
POLE: VAUL'l': 1. Martenson, 16·0'!~;
%, Neutzllng, Nlll, 15-G: 3. Toasley, UA,
the
end
of
the
month,
and New Mexico's time in the
J5.0. (Meet record. Old marie 14-8\-!o by
Diet: Glover and Matt Ha!lbila, UA,
mile relay was 3:14.3. Ken Head
1961. Neulzlln!l'a vault Is school record,
ran the final leg in the mile reO!d record 153 by Ca!fey, Nlll, In 1965>.
SHE
· FL'IAL SCORE: New Mexico 108, Ari,
lay in :47.2 seconds.
zona 3T.

Promotes Skiing .

New Constitution Increases Franchise '·'-·

•
By BILL W AID .
resents students instead o£ clubs.
LOBO Staff Writer
Under ~he proposed constitution
· The proposed constitution goi~g legislative powers rest with a sento the student body in a referen- lite consisting of, 25 student!!
dum today, is designed to expe- elected at large. Thirteen senators
dite the operations of student are to be elected in the fall 11nd
government and tQ provide equit- twelve'in the spring. Terms would·
.
able representation to the student be for one year.
·
electorate.
Sena'te would have four permaIn its major innovations, the nent committees to 11id jts operaproposed constitution l}bolishes tions: finance, steering and Yules,
student council and places execu- and election committees.
Pre11ident and Agencies
tive power in the hands of the
Executi~e
power and the power
_ president, shrinks the cumbersome
of enforcement are vested in a

,,
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SAT., MARCH 19, 8:3()· P.M.
Advance Tickets: $4, $3.50, $3, $2,50
Record Ren~ezvous (Winrock)
Riedling Music (Downtown)

303 ASH NE
DIAl 243·2881
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EDITOR PAUL COUEY .

Old Town Actors
Will Present Comedy
Players at the Old Town Studio, presenting "l'he Doctor in
Spite of Himself," by Meliere,
\viii give a special performance
for the Alliance Francaise of Albuquerque at 8:00 p.m. on Sunday, March 20.
The comedy, a ·vigorous satire
on the medical "profession" of
Moliere's time, will be presented
in modern dress, using contemporary stage setting. A discussion,
led by members o£ the UNM faculty will follow. l'he discussion
\vill include an analysis· of Moliere's universality and the eontemporary value of his works.
Members of the Alliance may
purchase tickets from Mrs. Lise
Hoshour by calling 277-2106. 'l'he
price is $1.50 for students and $2
for adults.
•

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 tim.,., $2.00. Insertion•
.must be •uhmitted by noon on day before
J>Ublicntion to Room 159, Student l'ublications Building. Phone 277·4002 or 277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER saleo~ & repair. Special
rate!! to UNM &tuden!.ll on all machineo.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E TYJ>ewriter Service. 2217 Coal SE. Phone 243·
0588.

SELECT

6.50
ENTIRE
OUTFIT

YOU GET

ALL
OF YOUR
BEST MATCHES

$10
Includes Shirt, Cummerbund, Suspenders, Handkerchief, Studs, Cufflinks, Tie and Soutonntere.

Slm~
FIRST AND GOlD -

ORGANIZATIONS- plan your
parties and meetings with us.
Complete facilities for banquets, dances, lectures, con-

DIAl 247....347. "·· _

--~---~~-

GOT. A
MAN'S JOB
TO DO?

check our new

low~r

olrcr. Many additional features at no
extra c<l!lt, Call Southwestern SkyWnY8.
CASH Paid Cor old comic books. Check
your home coll<cllon over .Easwr. Call
242·2059 :l'or details. 3/14, 16, 17, 18•.
GREETING cards !or every oecnsion, Con•
temporary, l'ast.c>r and St. Patrick's. Also
Quality Wedding Invitations. Gr..,hnm'l!
House ot Hallmark, 3501 Lomas Nf:.
HELP WANTED
TYPIST wanted, Plitt time now-full thne
this Summer. Southwcot Teacher!! A(!'ency,
1303 CCJ~tral NE, phone 2•2·3645. 3/U,
16,. 17.

No. 79

Renewed Rioting
Sparks in Watts

definitely would have gotten away
if l hadn't seen him," he said,
. The area behind the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity is about the
size of the old stadium fieldopen with no planting. The only
lights in the area were from the
street.
"When I saw him behind the
car I lunged at him, got him in
a head lock and Officer Seiler put
handcuffs on him," Levy said.
"The boy hit me in the face," he
said.
The administration .has now put
up two lights behind Mesa Vista
Dorm, where the assault occurred.

Greek Week
Greelt Week began Sunday
and will continue through Saturday, wiil feature an Idea
Exchangt;! at 7:30 tonight in
the education complex.
Steve Edwards, Phi Gamma
Delta national field secretary,
will moderate the discussions
of the functions of :fraternities
and sororities from the view
point of presidents, social
chairmen, pledge trainers, rush
chairmen, and alumni advisers.

for Council Roce

By ANNE LEHNHAUSEN
LOBO Staff Writer
l'he selection of a Voice of Students Candidate for a months
position in Student Council was
made last night at a Voice Meeting.
Bill Carr, past Vice Chairman
of Voice, was elected by acclamation to fill the position of a resigning Student Council member.
"We need to make complete a
working Student Council," said
Carr.
Other elections at the meeting
included that of a new Chairman
and Vice Chairman .
Mahon Is Chairman
Bill Mahon was electcd as
Chairman and J~ Reed as Vice

Chairman.
Outgoing Chairman Joe TrujilJio said that the main problem
JOE TRUJILLO, PAST Chairman of the Voice of Students Party,
Voices has is that it is run by too
discusses with Tom Horn the election of a new Chairman, Vice
fmv people and he hopes this will
Chairman and Campaign Chairman for Voice. An amendment to
cl1ange in the future.
the party's constitution on eligibility for voting was alllo on the
Mahon said that this campus
agenda. (LOBO Photo by Kendall.)
needs to know more about Student Government. "l'he big problem Voice has is that the party
leadership does not know that
many people on campus," he said.
Needs Outlined
Tom Hom was appointed as
Campaign Chairman for Voice.
He said that the accomplishments
of Voice included a committee of
By United Press International
with the Atlas-Agena. During one
combined students and police in
of
thm, Scott will open his hatch
CAPE
KENNEDY
l'he
nawhich complaints are heard, a
and
take a 130 minute romp in
tion's
most
advanced
space
undercommittee to help foreign students with their special problems, taking is poised on two launch- space,
--aa Freshman Orientation to help ing pads at Cape Kennedy,
The Draft and Student!!
foreign students, a FM Campus
Gemini-S's mission is to pracRadio station to be set up in the tice outerspace techniques which
WASHINGTON - A spokesnear future, the extension of li- will put the U.S. one giant step man for Selective Service says. .,,
brary hours, City Residents Coun- closer to landing a man on the there is no need to draft college
cil established so that these peo- moon. The schedule calls for the students in "good standing" at
ple can have a Voice in student launching of the Atlas-Agena tar- this time. The spokesman says
Government, the formation of 700 get rocket first, then one hour and that as long as voluntary enlistnew parking places to hopefully 40 minutes later the Gemini-S ments t·emain high and the draft
be soon made, and many more spacecraft is to blast off in an call stays below 30,000 per month,
useful projects.
around the world chase of the tar- college students will not be called.
-a"The success or failure of get missile.
Money
Legislation
Voice depends on us-the Voice
Astronauts Neil Armstrong and
of Students Party," said Hom.
W
ASHINGl'ON
- Money Leg-.
David Scott will try fOUl' linkups
islation occupied Congress yesterday as Senators and Representa·
tives passed two major financial
bills and were asked to approve a
third. Both houses put their final
OK on Presiden Johnson's $6-biljudgment,guided his decision, not Slander" in the "Uncle Tom's . lion tax bill designed to help pay
pressure from the administration. Gabbin' " column, she said that for the VietNam war and to pre"If 1 saw any nterit in it I would there would. only be a note of vent inflation. Mr. Johnson imkeep it and fight for it, even if it thanks. "We consider that a com- mediately signed the measure into
cost me my job," said Jansson. pliment," she said. "At least he law.
The compt•omise bill will bring-.,
"As it reflects on th entire papr, recognizes our organization as
I have decided to pull it," he said. having a standard that we are the treaslll'Y $1.2-billion in higher
excise taxes on new cars and teleIt has also been reported that seeking to live up to," she said.
phone calls, and $4.8-billion in paythe UNM Baptist Student Union
Asked for a statement, Ann
has planned a formal protest of Slander had only this to say: roll with-holding and corporate
taxes.
th "Ask Ann Slander" column.
"The front page spread in· the
The Ho,1.tsc also passd legislaLucy Belle Stokes, associate Journal was the first indication
chairman of the BSU said that 1 had that the column was re(Continued on page 3)
neither the BSU as an organiza- ceived poorly, much less done
tion nor individual BSU members away with. It seems that I should
Ski Club
had made any attempt to formally have ben at least notified of the
Election of officers for next ..year
protest the column.
rea,ders' disapproval, but no men- will head the agenda of the UNM
"Many of the students in this tion was ever directly made."
ski club meeting tonight at 7:30
organization are upset about the
Editor Jansson sided with Ann in the linion theater. All memcolumn but no one has tnken any Slander on this point. He said
bers are urged to attend as this
action against it," she said.
that as editor, ht! is "responsible will be the last meeting this year.
Asked if there would be any for the content of the paper-but
prol:est against the 1'efrence to nobody bothered to complain to l'he meeting will also feature
movies, dom• prizes, and refresh·
BSU in connection with "Ann me.' 1
ments.

I sHu L TON

By CAROLE OLGUIN
LOBO Staff Writer
Having been originally created
to moe advice to the lovelorn colunms and campus morality, Ann
Slander has been dropped by
Editor Jim Jansson from the
LOBO, fol' :failure to hit the
satirical target.
'I' he "Ask Ann Slander'' column, which appeared only twice,
was considered an expel'imental
failure by Jansson who said that
he "had expected birth pains but
that the column just wasn't going
anywhere. I just can't justify it
as satire," he said.
The somewhat questionable column raised the brows of many administrators who· wet•e subjected
to numerous complaints following
Friday's publication of "Ask Ann
Slander/'

Dean William Huber, chairman
of the publications board, reported a complaint from the parent
of a ·uNM student. H'e said that
he would submit the letter to the
publications board for consideration on Thursday.
Dr. Helen Whiteside, dean. of
women, gave her opinion of the
column during an interview for
the Albuquerque Journal, in which
she called the column "mighty
rancid."
"I consider the column offen.
sive and have registered by,. feeling with the proper persons. I
fail to see that it constitutes good
joumalism or good anything
else," she said.
· UNM President 'l'otn Popejoy
said that he would leave the mat.
te1· in the hands of the publications board.
Jansson said that his personal

.

Gemini-8 Ship Ready
For l-listoric Mission

~dit:or Drops. Love-Lorn Column

Get it done right. Get MAN-POWER •.• the new power-packed
aerosol deodorant! MAN-POWER'S got the stepped-up pene·
tratlon power, the 24·hour staying power a man needs. Goes
on fast ••. never sticky ..• dries in seconds. Try it! 1.00

BY THE MAKERS OF OLD SPICE

Wednesday, March 16, 1966

Allguatine'a C!At::," Levy, said. ''lle

By United Press International
WAl'l'S, Calif. - A new disturbance has broken out in the
Watts area of Los Angeles where
last summer the worst ravia! rioting of the century took place.
At least one person has died in
the new outbreak. He was a truck
driver shot in the head. He died
at a hospital. Seven other persons
were treated for stab wounds and
other injuries.
Hundreds of young . Negroes
throwing rocks engaged in the
(Continued on page 2)
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YOU CAN EAT ot the COLLEGE INN for $60 a month.

EXICOLOBO.

By TISH GRANGER
been apprehended, Cairn's letter
Lobo Staff Writer
said.
On the night of Friday, March
At 11:30 p.m. Bob Levy was
11, 1966, a University police offisitting
in a car outside of th
cer Wlls chasing an individual
suspected of assaulting and mo- Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
lesting two coeds and. was ren- bouse waiting for friends. "I saw
dered aid by UNM student Robert two boys walk across the fraEdward Levy of Colorado Dorm, ternity lawn and across to Presiaccording to the text of. a letter dent Popejoy's yard," he said.
by Jack A. Cairns, UN:M: Security "Then one of the boys came
running back across our lawn
Director.
again."
Had it not been for Levy's aid,
Levy said that he saw a light
the individual might not have
and an officer (Officer Seiler of
the UNM police) yelled at him to
grab the boy. For a while they
seemed fu have lost him, Levy
said.
"As I was going into the house
to g!lt help I happened to catch
a glimpse of the boy behind J'im

pleasant surprise.

PERSONALIZEO and creativ., alteTatlons
and restyling. Sewing and mending. Mrs.
Hover, 207 Stanford SE (cl011c to Uni.
venit:v) , phone 242-7633.

F:::L:-cY::!::N::cG::-s7tu~d;"en""to:-

"3 g lf, ? 'i 7

ferences and group meetings.
THE LOW COST will

cil to the Dean of Students.
Student C11urt
Judicial authority is vested in
a student court, a student standards board, men's and women's
residence standards committees.
Student Court has original
jurisdiction over all litigation involving constitutional questions.
Appeals of judicial decisions
must be made within 20 days.
Decisions of the student court may
be appealed to the Board of Regents through the Dean of
Students.

Airl~Sr n Officer Carr Gets Voice·
By Dorm Student Nod os Condidote

The College Inn

INA

They are: Publications Board,
Union Board, Radio Board, Cultural Committee, Rally Committee, Committee on the University,
and the National Students Association Committee.
The control ·of all activities
concerned with· Homecoming and
Fiesta is vested in the Rally
Committee. Union Board 'would
appoint the Union Directorate.
The Committee on the University
appoints the Student Affairs
q!!lllmittee, whose function shall
be to serve as an advisory coun-
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president. He would have· autho:rity to appoint, with concurrence
o£ the senate, a treasurer. a legislative administrative assistant, an
executive administrative assist.ant, an attorney general, and all
student members of constitutional
executive agencies,
Seven constitutional executive
agencies are charged to undertake
"such functions and procedures
necessary and appropriate to students." These. committees are com-·
posed of students', faculty and
administration
representatives.
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